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Quiz 4 (on Chapter 10 - Bygrave, W. & Zacharakis , A. (2011). Entrepreneurship, New York: Wiley) 
Entrepreneurship (Dana T. Redford, Nova SBE)  
 

 

1. Going public is an expensive endeavor. (1/20) 

Choose: True or False 

 

2. The difference between a seed-stage company and a startup is that startups are 

already existing companies. (1/20) 

Choose: True or False 

  

3. Which of the following is a non-financial reason for an angel to invest? (2/20) 

A. A desire to mentor entrepreneurs 

B. Recreation 

C. To indirectly benefit society 

D. All of the above 

E. None of the above 
 

 

4. What are the most attractive companies that go public usually backed with? (2/20) 

A. Angel capital 

B. Venture capital 

C. Positive cash flow 

D. Investments from family members 

E. Sweat equity 
 

 

5. What is the term for the event by which the investor realizes his or her investments? 

(2/20) 

A. Crop 

B. Gain 

C. Exit 

D. Yield 

E. Cream 
 

 

6. Which of the following must be added to Operating Income when calculating  

Free Cash Flow? (2/20) 

A. Depreciation 

B. Principal Payments 

C. Interest Payments 

D. Capital Expenditures 

E. Tax Payments 
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7. From a venture capitalist’s perspective, an introduction to an entrepreneur through 

which of the following people is most worrisome? (2/20) 

A. Other entrepreneurs 

B. Lawyers 

C. Finders 

D. Angels 

E. Bankers 
 

 

8. What will a VC usually receive in exchange for the money invested? (2/20) 

A. Common stock 

B. Stock options 

C. Promissory notes 

D. Letter of deposit 

E. Convertible preferred stock 
 

 

Short questions (please do not exceed the lines) 

9. Who are informal investors and what are the benefits of attracting investments from 

them? (3/20) 

a. Informal investors are family and friends. 

b. You may not need a formal loan agreement when you’re dealing with your family  

and friends. 

c. They often treat this lending more as help to you than an investment and will not sue  

if the investment is not fully repaid. 

d. Informal investing is often much easier for a startup to access, than other sources of  

funding. 

 

10. Give a list and a brief description of the possible ways to finance  

a new venture. (3/20) 

a. Founder and partners’ resources 

b. Informal Investors 

c. Business Angels 

d. Venture Capital 

e. Loans 

 

 


